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Abstract: One of the promising processing methods for non-conductive structural and functional
ceramics based on ZrO2, Al2O3, and Si3N4 systems is electrical discharge machining with the assistance
of an auxiliary electrode that can be presented in the form of conductive films with a thickness up to
4–10 µm or nanoparticles - granules, tubes, platelets, multidimensional particles added in the working
zone as a free poured powder the proper concentration of which can be provided by ultrasound
emission or by dielectric flows or as conductive additives in the structure of nanocomposites. However,
the described experimental approaches did not reach the production market and industry. It is
related mostly to the chaotic development of the knowledge and non-systematized data in the field
when researchers often cannot ground their choice of the material for auxiliary electrodes, assisting
powders, or nano additives or they cannot explain the nature of processes that were observed in
the working tank during experiments when their results are not correlated to the measured specific
electrical conductivity of the electrodes, particles, ceramic workpieces or nanocomposites but depends
on something else. The proposed review includes data on the main electrophysical and chemical
properties of the components in the presence of heat when the temperature in the interelectrode gap
reaches 10,000 ◦C, and the systematization of data on ceramic pressing methods, including spark
plasma sintering, the chemical reactions that occur in the interelectrode gap during sublimation of
primary (brass and copper) and auxiliary electrodes made of transition metals Ti, Cr, Co, and carbon,
auxiliary electrodes made of metals with low melting point Zn, Ag, Au, Al, assisting powder of oxide
ceramics TiO2, CeO2, SnO2, ITO, conductive additives Cu, W, TiC, WC, and components of Al2O3

and Zr2O workpieces in interaction with the dielectric fluid - water and oil/kerosene medium.

Keywords: structural ceramic; oxide ceramic; EDM; ZrO2; Al2O3; electrode; thin films; electrical
conductivity; white layer; electro physics; chemical reactions; sublimation

1. Introduction

One of the widespread machining methods is electrical discharge machining (EDM) that allows
producing parts regardless of physical and mechanical properties. The only usability condition for
EDM is the electrical conductivity of the workpiece material: the higher specific electrical conductivity
provides the higher material removal rate [1–3].

In addition, it is one of most precise machining methods as the diameter of the electrode-tool
on EDM equipment can vary from 0.6 up to 0.05 mm. The accuracy of electrode positioning on the
industrial equipment under certain conditions can reach 1–2 µm (80–100 nm in some cases) when the
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achievable roughness Ra is about 0.4 µm after roughing. It also allows removing significant volumes of
material by a single pass of a wire tool. That can be a considerable advantage in the conditions of the
tool industry in comparison with other machining methods based on the mechanical nature of removal.

The electrical discharge machining allows for obtaining complex spatial geometry with a slope
of the generatrix up to 30◦ relative to the Z-axis and making holes with an arcuate or spiral-shaped
generatrix on die-sink equipment. The most modern machines are equipped with computer numerical
control with additional rotary mechanisms for the workpiece fixture that allows moving both rotationally
and indexally according to the developed program in full coordination with movements of other axes,
expanding the available geometry to six axes (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Additional rotary axes of wire electrical discharge machining: (1) is a tool, (2) is a part,
X0Y0Z0 is an absolute coordinate system of the machine, XYZ is a relative coordinate system of the
lower wire attachment point, UVZ’ is an auxiliary coordinate system of the upper wire attachment
point, X”Y”Z” is a relative coordinate system of the part, ABC is an additional rotary axes.

The process of electrical erosion of the material consists of following stages:

- the initiation of an electric pulse in the interelectrode gap,
- the breakdown of the dielectric medium by a series of the discharge of pulses,
- the formation of a discharge channel with a temperature of more than 10,000 ◦C of a cloud of

low-temperature plasma,
- the sublimation of material from the surface of the electrodes,
- the interruption of the pulses and washing off the cooled-down erosion products out of the

interelectrode gap by dielectric medium flows,
- the restoration of dielectric tightness of the medium.

Due to the high temperatures that are fulminantly reached at the time of the formation of the
discharge channel, the electrode material bypasses melting to the liquid phase. It sublimates directly
from the solid phase to the condition of low-temperature gas plasma [4–7]. The ions of electrodes and
fluid components interact with each other during subsequent pulses interruption and form sediment
in the form of gases and droplets or dust that are washed out from the interelectrode gap by dielectric
medium, which is, in most cases, water, oil, kerosene. The material of the electrodes and medium in
the form of solid substances are partially adsorbed by the eroded surface of the electrodes that usually
have a structure of nano-frames of the more resistant to high temperatures components.

For example, during processing steels in water, a subsurface layer of electrodes that often saturated
with carbon and oxides is formed [8–10]. This layer is known as a recast or white layer. During
machining stainless steel 12Kh18N10T (AISI 321), the nickel of the workpiece reacts with zinc of the
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brass electrode with the formation of the intermetallide accompanies processing by sparks and a black
cloud of erosion dust [11,12]. At the same time, a natural oxide film is formed during processing fusible
aluminum, copper, chrome, titanium, and their alloys [13–18]. When attempts to machine aluminum
contained materials in oil or kerosene, the aluminum interacts with carbon from the organic medium in
the presence of high temperatures when the oxide film is sublimated, with the formation of extremely
dangerous aluminum carbide Al4C3 that may damage the filtration system of the equipment [19–22].
The experiments and chemical analyses of the samples showed that the components of the wire tool
penetrate to a depth of 4–10 µm (up to 35 µm). A thermal influence zone is observed at the same depth
and characterized by the formation of an austenitic layer in steels [4,10,11,18]. The erosion products
depose as well on the walls of the working tank and in filters. After electrical erosion, a crater-like
surface topology on the surface of the workpiece is observed [23–26].

The dielectric properties of ceramics and nanoceramics, in combination with excellent physical and
mechanical properties, limit their machinability - material removal volumes per tool pass, the complexity
of the resulting geometry, and, accordingly, the scope of their potential application [27–30]. It restrains
the growth of the economy and prevents the transition to the sixth technological paradigm associated
with the concept of “nano”, the development of innovative materials and technologies, and its
introduction into the industry [31–36].

Today, there are three fundamental approaches to solving this problem (Figure 2). One of them
is related to the introduction of a conducting secondary phase to the ceramic matrix of a composite
or nanocomposite. It involves the use of powder metallurgy methods, including innovative hybrid
sintering using assisting currents in graphite dies. The powder metallurgy methods of production
conductive ceramics are known as industrial methods for creating composites from the mid-80s and
continuously improves [37]. The idea of creating an electrically conductive ceramic nanocomposite has
been developing since the late 80s [38], and many scientists have achieved remarkable results [21,22].
Still, more research is needed before the industrial introduction of this approach, since ceramics,
when modified by conducting and non-conducting nanoparticles and platelets, do not always retain their
original physical and mechanical properties, whiteness or even transparency, and after modification,
even with confirmed improved properties, the material cannot always be electroerosively processed,
even with proven conductivity much higher than the percolation threshold.
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Figure 2. Electroerosive methods for processing non-conductive ceramics.

The second method for solving the problem of electrical discharge machining ceramics with high
values of dielectric impermeability is the approach associated with the introduction of an auxiliary
electrode in the interelectrode gap. The auxiliary electrode can be introduced in the form of a thin
film produced of a conductive material (aluminum, copper, silver, etc.) on the surface of the dielectric
workpiece, to which electric current discharges will be initiated. It is assumed that the erosion of the
surface of the ceramic workpiece will be carried out simultaneously with the electrically conductive
film. For the first time, the idea of introducing the auxiliary electrode was presented in the schematic
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diagram of electrical discharge machining dielectrics by soviet scientists [39]. Later similar experiments
were carried out by many other scientists, and serious results were obtained - the ceramics were
processed electroerosively to a depth of 1.5–2.0 mm [40]. In the described case, after the first operational
iterations, when the film-electrode sublimates entirely, the question of reinitiation of current pulses in
the interelectrode gap remains open.

The third method can be called an approach in which current discharges are directed to electrically
conductive particles uniformly weighted in the volume of a liquid dielectric (water, oil, kerosene) in
the interelectrode gap. In this case, it is necessary to monitor the constant concentration of conductive
particles in the discharge gap. The first experiments to improve the dielectric constant of the working
medium have been carried out since the creation of the method of electrical discharge machining
materials by Professors Boris and Natalya Lazarenko [41–45]. The most outstanding works on changing
the components of the working fluid during conductive materials processing appeared from the
beginning of the 2000s [46]. It was related to the possibility of obtaining a finely dispersed substance
and the ability to control the morphology of the used powders. The most relevant studies were
obtained using carbon nanotubes and other forms of graphene in the discharge gap [4,47].

The direction of research related to the development of innovative methods of processing
super-hard, heat- and wear-resistant materials without losing their physical and mechanical properties,
with the possibility of obtaining complex spatial geometry and with minimal losses on material,
on operating and auxiliary time, with minimum possible tool consumption, while maintaining high
volumes of material removal by a pass of tool, is an extremely relevant task of modern science,
as evidenced by multiple publications.

The novelty of the work is in the systematization of ceramic pressing methods, electrophysical and
chemical properties of electrodes’ and dielectrics’ components in the presence of heat, data on possible
interactions between components, suitable combinations of the materials for processing structural
oxide ceramics as alumina and zirconia that can be applied for functional ceramics and nanocomposites.

This analytical study is designed to answer the question of why some materials should not
be combined, why certain phenomena are observed during processing, why the workability of the
workpiece is often not dependent on the electrical conductivity and temperature stability of the
materials of the primary and auxiliary electrodes, assisting powder and conductive additives.

The tasks of the study include the analytical research on the conductivity of materials in the
presence of heat and chemical composition of the subsurface layer of some materials, the investigation
of physical properties of structural ceramics in the presence of heat and pressing methods, the sintering
cycles under pressure and features of spark plasma sintering, main chemical interaction of alumina and
zirconia components with materials of electrodes, assisting powder, additives, and working medium.

The analytical research was conducted, taking into account the basic principles of electrophysics
and physical chemistry, the laws of the structures of substances, their structure and transformations,
and available theoretical and practical information.

2. Conductivity of Materials and Saturation of Components in Recast Layer

All conductive materials are subject to electrical erosion to one degree or another. The group of
materials to be electroerosively machined include aluminum, chromium, cobalt, copper, beryllium,
molybdenum, nickel, niobium, titanium, tungsten, and their alloys including bronze and brass,
high-temperature and magnetic cast alloys, cast iron and steels, graphite, hard alloys (carbide ceramics),
titanium nitride and boride, conductive ceramic composites and nanocomposites, and some other
materials (Figure 3). However, not only the specific electrical conductivity determines the possibility
of using electrical discharge machining methods to process all practically conductive materials.
The resistance to electrical erosion of metals is determined as well by a combination of thermophysical
properties of materials such as a melting or sublimation point, heat capacity, density, structural and
microstructural homogeneity, and thermal conductivity [34,48].
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Some dielectric materials change their electrical conductivity when heated and become conductors
or semiconductors when metals have another tendency to the opposite phenomenon. It can have
a positive effect on the electrical discharge machining a part whose chemical composition contains
non-conductive at room temperature components. The conductivity is also affected by the presence
of impurities in the material composition. In this case, conductive components increase the specific
conductivity of the material, and non-conductive ones decrease. As can be seen, for materials such as
carbon and silicon dioxide, the electrical conductivity often depends as well on the structure of the
crystal lattice. Carbon the form of graphite calls a conductor when the carbon in the form of a diamond
is an insulator, despite its anisotropic conductivity associated as well with the structure of the crystal
lattice. Another example, the silicon dioxide in the crystalline form (silica glass) is a better dielectric
than in the amorphous form of domestic glass. The same trend is observed for titanium dioxide.

One of the promising areas of research is the introduction into the interelectrode gap of a powder or
nanosized powder. It can be some conductive metal or titanium dioxide, cerium dioxide, other ceramics
in the powder phase [49,50]. In this case, the ceramics in the presence of heat would acquire
conductive properties and provoke more dense discharges of pulses in processing main conductive
material—usually metals and metal alloys such as extremely popular nickel alloys, construction and
tool steels. The experiments showed that this approach gave a higher performance and improved the
quality of machined surfaces related to the even topology.

Typically, the electroerosively machined surfaces have a matte appearance, similar to the surface
fired by multiple shots. It contains disordered distributed tiny craters as a result of the material
removal by separate discharges. The surface structure with the presence of craters and tubercles
can be a favorable indicator for the retention of lubricants in the mechanisms and the formation of
working cavities of injection molds. This type of surface is called “shagreen leather” [46]. It is easily
distinguishable on any molded plastic products, mainly on computer and television case products,
but also in the products for the transportation and sale of foods and drinks, toys for outdoor games.

There remains a layer of adsorbed substance, consisting mainly of components of the electrode-part
and sometimes of components sublimated from the electrode-tool and decay products of the dielectric
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medium on the electroerosively machined surfaces. Mostly carbides are formed during processing in
the organic dielectric as oil or kerosene and oxides during processing in deionized water [13,14,19,26].
The carbides are formed as well from the composition of steel during processing steels, as carbon is
one of the most refractory materials. It counts as well for other alloys and complex materials when
refractory components form the recast or white layer [11,14,46,49–58]. In the case of processing ceramic
composites and nanocomposites, the surface layer is saturated with low-melting components in a
nano-frame of refractory components [4,29,52]. It was observed that this recast or white layer is
more hard and brittle than the main material of the workpiece. The subsurface layer can be easily
distinguishable on cross-sections of steels, nanocomposites based on oxide ceramics, other materials
and alloys using scanning electron microscopy (Figure 4). In the case of machining steels, carbon
saturated layer has a thickness of 2.5–50 µm. It does not exceed 4–10 µm for pure 99% chromium.
The recast layer is considered favorable for shaping the cavities of injection molds. In cases where
high fatigue strength of the product is required, the white layer can be removed mechanically or
electrochemically [51].
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Figure 4. White layer obtained by electric discharge machining 99.9% pure chromium by a brass-wire
electrode in a water medium: (1) is an epoxy resin that contains a sample for SEM analysis, (2) is a
white layer of thermal exposure, a saturated component wire electrode—copper and zinc, (3) is a cut of
the machined part made of chromium.

Obviously, the white layer and the erosion products are formed from the components of ceramics,
dielectric medium, and auxiliary electrode during processing ceramics, the components of the primary
phase and conductive additives of ceramic composites and nanocomposites also interact with other
components in processing.

In some cases, the formed erosion products may have properties incompatible with the concept of
safety-toxic or explosive gas or reactive sediment. Therefore, it is necessary to do carefully analyze
the composition of all used main and auxiliary materials in the interelectrode gap, especially before
designing the processing conditions for new materials.
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3. Properties of Structural Ceramics in the Presence of Heat and Pressing Methods

The ceramics are non-metallic and non-organic materials based on crystal compounds of non-metals
and metals synthesized and consolidated by various methods to impart specific properties and geometry.
At the same time, ceramics is a group of phase-sensitive materials—the properties of ceramics with a
similar chemical compound may significantly differ depending on precursors, methods and technology
parameters, structure, and phase composition of sintered materials, intermediate processing methods,
surface quality, properties estimation methods, exploitation conditions.

The hard-to-melt compounds, which form the basis of structural ceramics, are characterized by
low operational ability; in other words, they are difficult in forming blanks, sintering to high-density
values, and processing to the required dimensions.

All used ceramics can be divided into structural and functional types. In this context, the structural
ceramics provide the integrity and load-bearing capacity of the designs of various products,
when physical and mechanical properties are of primary importance, when functional ceramics
are aimed at specialized products and devices.

Although WC-Co system cermets still dominate the market of technical ceramics, some oxide
ceramics can become a proper alternative in many production areas in the coming years [59–61].
Ceramic cutting tools based on oxide ceramics have gained popularity due to their ability to work in
extreme conditions, when high wear resistance, hardness, and low chemical activity are required under
operating conditions [62,63]. However, the scope of oxide ceramics as a structural material is still
limited due to the low fracture toughness [64–66]. Cracks easily spread and often lead to uncontrolled
fracture of specimens [67,68].

There are various methods for improving the mechanical properties of oxide ceramic parts.
For example, as was mentioned, the ability to reinforce Al2O3, ZrO2 by adding secondary phases
made of carbide or nitride ceramics, metals, intermetallic compounds, or other materials to the ceramic
matrix of composites or nanocomposites. The secondary phase in the form of powders and tubes,
nano or micro platelets and fibers is helpful to increase strength and fracture toughness of ceramic
matrix composites [69,70]. These methods have proven to be effective as experimental and innovative
for increasing the properties of oxide ceramics as reinforced zirconia with Ti[C,N] or CeO2 particles or
reinforced alumina with multidimensional ceramic particles of SiC, WC, TiC, TiN [27,28,59,60,71–73].

Silicon nitride is also one of the most promising materials for critical applications because of its
high strength, thermal conductivity, low coefficient of thermal expansion, high resistance to thermal
shock, which are superior to oxide ceramics. Silicon nitride and Silicon alumina nitride (SiAlON) can
be called the most suitable ceramics for machining superalloys. At the same time, silicon nitride Si3N4

has low hardness and wear resistance [74,75].
There is a few ceramics compaction technique, sometimes combined with sintering that influences

the physical and mechanical properties of blanks [76,77]. Cold static pressing is a unique and
straightforward technique for pressing the products of different shapes from any compounds that
allow realizing it in the conditions of mass production [78]. However, it does not allow distributing the
properties of the product in the volume evenly.

The hot-pressing method solves the problems of the cold pressing method partly since it
provides better strength characteristics of the products, the minimum tolerances on the size of
the workpieces, reduces of sintering time due to the combination of the pressing and sintering
processes. The disadvantage of this method is the rapid wear of the molds and the low productivity
of the process [79,80]. Applying a hot-pressing method improves the strength and macrostructural
characteristics of the workpieces. However, ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties deteriorate.
That can be a disadvantage for electroceramics but an advantage for structural ceramics. Significant
grain growth in zirconia ceramics made by hot-pressing can be observed. In addition, ceramic
ferroelectrics obtained by hot-pressing, in comparison with conventional annealing, deteriorate
performance due to the presence of residual stresses and violation of stoichiometry of the molar masses
of the components.
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The hot-pressing method allows obtaining products with a more uniform distribution of
density throughout the volume and effective in the production of some types of nanoceramics
with superplasticity at elevated temperatures, which can significantly reduce the cost of products
due to the elimination of machining. However, the use of the hot-pressing method is limited by high
demands on the material of the mold, which must be inert concerning the pressed powders at elevated
temperatures, heat-resistant, not having the property of superplasticity, economical.

Hot isostatic pressing is one of the varieties of the method that implemented using various
techniques based on the use of elastic media—liquids, gases, polyurethane, etc. by a disposable mold,
which avoids the friction forces of the powder granules on the stationary parts of the mold, which is
indispensable for the conditions of mass production [81,82].

Other pressing methods are usually aimed at eliminating the drawbacks of previous methods,
for example, dynamic pressing methods as isothermal stamping, magnetic pulse (with amplitude up
to 5 GPa, when the pressure of conventional pressing methods does not exceed 1 GPa), explosive,
hydrodynamic, impact or shock (up to 35 GPa), shear compaction, electrical consolidation, various
ultrasound vibration moldings (in the range of 16–22 kHz), pressureless packing [83–89]. They are
aimed at improving the density of the workpieces and more uniform density distribution, relieving
stresses, preventing grain growth during subsequent sintering. Their use is always limited by the
maximum achievable dimensions of the workpiece, the need to use methods of preliminary destruction
of agglomerates, and the removal of sorbed gases.

In addition, when choosing ceramics, designers are often guided not only by their physical
and mechanical properties but also by their appearance, which is extremely important for some
applications and depends not only on the composition of ceramics but also on the methods of
their pressing and sintering [77]. For example, in the production of samples by hot-pressing,
preforms are predominantly black-gray, while white is predominant in ceramics obtained using cold
pressing methods. That correlates to the fundamentals of physical chemistry when other chemical
transformations occur in the presence of heat [4,14,29].

The relationship of the basic physical and mechanical properties of some materials to develop
requirements for the material is shown in Figure 5. It should be noted that in the presented figure,
the range of parameter values for Al2O3 and ZrO2 refers to samples obtained by isostatic pressing
from powder, and Elbor refers to any trademarks of cubic boron nitride (c-BN).

It should be noted that oxide ceramics as alumina Al2O3 and zirconia ZrO2 among the mentioned
above properties including low electrical conductivity at room temperatures show other highly relevant
for some application properties as chemical inertness even at elevated temperatures or in the presence
of an oxidizing agent, hot hardness (or redness, high hardness, and wear resistance to temperatures
of red heat), low coefficient of thermal conductivity, and low coefficient of thermal expansion in
comparison with more widespread construction materials (Table 1).

As can be seen, despite the quite high thermal conductivity and hardness and low thermal
expansion coefficient, alumina Al2O3 has lower flexural strength and crack growth resistance in
comparison with zirconia ZrO2.

It should be noted that electrical conductivity of ceramics that contain vitreous (glassy) phase
(amorphous) increases significantly with an increase in temperatures since the concentration and
mobility of charge carriers are exponentially dependent on temperature (t):

ς = ς0eβt, (1)

χ = χ0e−βt, (2)

where ς0 and χ0 are values of specific electrical conductivity and volume resistivity at 0 ◦C, β is the
temperature coefficient.
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Table 1. The main properties of some materials [90–94].

Physical,
Mechanical and

Electro Properties
Al2O3 ZrO2 Si3N4 Stainless Steel *

Density (ρ), g/cm3 3.8–4.0 6.0–6.05 2.37–3.25 7.6–7.95

Melting point, ◦C 2044 2715 1900 1420

Flexural strength
(σ), MPa 300–350 750–1050 650–800 110–550

Vickers hardness
(HV), GPa 19–21 12–13 16–19.6 0.129

Fracture strength
(k1c), Pa·m

1
2

3.0–3.5 8.0–10.0 6.5–7.2 -

Thermal
conductivity (k),

W·m−1
·K−1

25–30 2–3 10–43 30–45

Thermal expansion
coefficient (α),

10−6
·K−1

8.0–9.0 10.0–11.0 1.4–3.7 9.9–17.3
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Table 1. Cont.

Physical,
Mechanical and

Electro Properties
Al2O3 ZrO2 Si3N4 Stainless Steel *

Dielectric
permittivity (ε),

F/m
9.5–10 ~25 ~7–7.5 -

Specific electrical
conductivity (ς20◦ )

at room
temperatures
(20 ◦C), S·m−1

1.0 × 10−10–1.0 ×
10−12

1.0 × 10−6–1.0 ×
10−8

1.0 × 10−4–1.0 ×
10−13, minimal

volume electrical
resistivity (χ, Ω·m)

19 at 20 ◦C

0.5–0.8 × 107

Specific electrical
conductivity
(ς1000◦ ) in the

presence of high
temperatures

(1000 ◦C), S·m−1

No more than
1.0 × 10−6,
electrical

conductivity is
higher in powder
materials due to

impurities, at low
pressures - n-type

semiconductor

1.0–10.0

Workability up to
1350 ◦C, min

volume electrical
resistivity (χ, Ω·m)
15 at 200 ◦C, 12 at

600 ◦C; that
corresponds to
6.7 × 10−2 and

8.3 × 10−2 [95–97]

0.81–0.86 × 10−10

* Given for reference [98,99].

The electrical conductivity of crystalline ceramics (for titanium(IV) dioxide TiO2, it matches
the form of anatase-metastable mineral), changes slower and retain quite low values at very
high temperatures.

It should be noted that the porous ceramics significantly increases specific electrical conductivity
in the presence of moisture, even in the smallest quantities [95–97].

The study devoted to the evaluation of ceramics workability by electrical discharge machining with
an auxiliary electrode [100] describes the properties of non-conductive ceramics as ZrO2, Si3N4, and SiC
subjected to electrical discharge machining. The Vickers hardness (HV0.3), surface roughness (Sq),
and flexural strength of samples were compared before and after machining since the use of the methods
based on electrical erosion of the materials traditionally causes a decrease in these parameters due to
the nature of the material destruction and the zone of thermal influence (or heat-affected zone, HAZ).
It was found that the effect shows changes three times higher than the parameters before processing
for ZrO2 samples, and twice for in Si3N4. It can correlate with specific electrical conductivity in the
presence of high temperatures (ς1000◦ ), thermal expansion coefficient (α), and chemical transactions of
components that occurred in the presence of heat.

4. Features of Structural Ceramics Sintering

The ceramics in the form of billets obtained by powder pressing and sintering are usually processed
by grinding using abrasive materials or solid tools made of technical diamond or c-BN to give them a
more functional shape depending on their applications [6,101–105]. Processing ceramics of complex
shapes using traditional processing methods is a complicated and time-consuming process due to their
exceptional physical and mechanical properties.

The technological process of powder metallurgy for ceramic sintering consists of four main
stages: production of powders, their mixing and homogenizing, pressing or molding, and subsequent
sintering [106–112]. In all similar conditions, the method of powder compaction of billets often
determines the properties of the final product and plays a decisive role in the formation of the internal
structure as uniformity, absence of pores, and cracks [113–115]. Forming billets is often carried out by
cold pressing under high working pressure up to 1000 MPa in metal dies of a press that is oriented
vertically. A mixture of powders is free-poured into the cavity of the dies between the upper and lower
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punches or several punches in the case of production with several transitions [116]. The stroke of the
lower punch controls the dosage volume. The formed workpiece is pushed out of the cavity of the
lower punch. For molding, specialized press equipment with mechanical, hydraulic, or pneumatic
drives is used. The resulting billet has the dimensions and shape of the final product and the strength
is sufficient for unloading and transporting the pre-form into the furnace for subsequent sintering.
The workpiece is sintered to increase its strength and ductility. For the production of high-precision
parts, sintering is carried out in furnaces with a reducing (hydrogen, dissociated ammonia) or protective
(nitrogen, argon, endothermic gas) atmosphere. Forming is also often carried out using the molding
method in combination with sintering by electric current pulses [117].

Traditional sintering methods based on an isostatic process form a ceramic preform in the presence
of high temperatures (up to 1100 ◦C). The sintering process can take 1–5 h to obtain a denser structure
of the workpiece. At the same time, it is believed that high temperature and prolonged sintering
time lead to undesirable grain growth, which may adversely affect the operational properties of the
material [38,118,119]. Some chemical transactions can occur with impurities in the ceramic powder
during sintering. It leads to the formation of a precipitate that has properties exceeded main material
properties and gas evolution. Thus, excessive porosity can be obtained at high temperatures of sintering,
which obviously also reduces the physical and mechanical properties of the ceramics.

Spark plasma sintering (SPS) is often used as an alternative method of consolidating powder
billets to reduce sintering temperatures. The use of this technology in combination with the use of
additional currents facilitates, the rapid consolidation of the powder, makes it possible to produce
sufficiently dense ceramic composites and nanocomposites, and prevents grain growth [120–122].
The technology also offers significant advantages, such as a faster and shorter sintering time compared
to conventional methods of forming powder billets, which is primarily associated with the complex
effect of mechanical pressure on the billet and electrical impulses during processing [123–125].

Spark plasma sintering is an advanced technology with high potential for material processing.
Its principles are similar to hot-pressing and differ in the source of heat. SPS uses pulsed direct current
(DC), which is passed through the dies and acts in such a way as a heat source that corresponds to the
Joule effect. It is used to minimize grain growth and obtain a dense nanostructured material.

A machine for spark plasma sintering consists of a press sintering machine with a vertical uniaxial
pressurization mechanism, specially designed electrodes with adjustable water pumping, a cooler,
a water-cooled vacuum chamber, a vacuum/air control mechanism, an argon-gas atmosphere control
mechanism, a DC pulse generator, a water cooling control unit, a control unit for the position of the
upper punch along the Z-axis, a temperature measuring unit (Figure 6).

During sintering, the compacted powder is compressed between the die and punches to which
the electrodes are connected. After, the spark discharge is supplied, with the help of which high
temperatures are obtained. It leads to thermal and electrolytic diffusion between the powder particles
that depend on their turn on the electrical properties of the powder material in the presence of heat.
Sintering occurs in the process at temperatures between 1000 and 2500 ◦C. The heat distribution and
the temperature difference between the core and the edges of the sintered billet are determined by the
thermal conductivity of the billet material, which, for example, is ten times lower for zirconia than for
alumina (Table 1). Cycle time and sintering power consumption depend on the thermal conductivity
of the material [126]. The sintering cycle is selected in such a way as to ensure minimal grain growth of
the sintered billets, which should provide higher physical and mechanical properties.
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Figure 6. The configuration of the spark plasma sintering system developed in MSTU STANKIN: (1) is
an upper electrode, (2) is a vacuum chamber, (3) is an upper punch, (4) is pressed powder, (5) is a die
block, (6) is a heater, (7) is a lower punch, (8) is a lower electrode.

Conventional electric hot press processes using direct current or power are controlled by the
basic process parameters that provide Joule sintering. These parameters or factors are related to the
characteristics of the power supply, or high-frequency induction of the elements in combination with
the smooth loading compacted powder materials through hydraulic or mechanical pressure.

The phenomena generated by spark plasma and pressure exclude the influence of gas adsorption,
the formation of oxide films, and interactions with impurities and suspended particles that
remain on the surface of the powder when a high-temperature field occurs. The action of the
electromagnetic field is enhanced, and a high diffusion rate is provided by the rapid migration of ions.
The local high-temperature state caused by impulse voltage is accompanied by vapors, solidification,
and recrystallization.

SPS at high pressures is another version of the well-established method of spark sintering
for shaping certain materials, such as superhard polycrystalline diamonds, cubic boron nitride,
ceramic composites, nanocomposites, including those having refractory properties. Ceramics can
also be synthesized into metastable phases or intermetallic alloys using the entire variety of SPS
methods [127,128].

Since the sintering process is accompanied by uniaxial compression, the applied force is always
limited by the high-temperature tensile strength of a graphite press tool, which is around 100–150 MPa.
High pressure prevents the growth of grains in billets. It should be noted that there is a dependence
between the physical properties of the sintered workpiece and the particle size of the ceramic powder,
which is also determined by the different dispersion of the composition of the powder [129].
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SPS consists of the following stages (Figure 7). In essence, vacuum conditions are created inside
the working chamber, the workpiece is warmed up and is subjected to pressure, while at the point of
contact of the powder particles there arises a spark discharge with the formed zones of local overheating,
with continued heating, the surface of the powder grains reaches melting points, isthmuses form
between particles, the mold is cooled down together with the workpiece.
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The mold is heated using a sufficiently low voltage of ~10 V and a current of up to 10 kA.
The maximum achievable temperature in graphite molds is 2400 ◦C. The cooling rate reaches 150 ◦C/min
but can be increased to 400 ◦C/min using additional gas cooling.

The sintering temperature is usually controlled either inside the wall of the graphite dies using a
thermocouple, or superficially using a pyrometer during sintering. It should be noted that there are
always differences in temperatures between the measured value and the actual sintering temperature
in the mold. It has been experimentally established that the measured temperature during sintering
metals and ceramic composites can vary between 50–250 ◦C in comparison with the actually achievable
temperature in the center of the mold. The temperature measured on the surface is always lower than
the actual value in the center of the preform.

The heterogeneity of heating can lead to increased porosity of the samples, which reduces not
only physical and mechanical properties but also thermal and electrical conductivity of the final
product [4,5,38,126]. The nature of electrical phenomena during sintering depends on the electrical
properties of the raw material.
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5. Chemical Interaction of Ceramics Components with Electrodes, Powders, and Medium

Many materials change their electrical conductivity when heated and become semiconductors and
conductors from insulators. A reverse transition is also possible for metals. Such properties during the
design of the technology can have a positive effect on the electroerosive machinability of a part whose
structure contains dielectric components that changes its conductivity in the presence of heat when the
material surface forming the interelectrode gap reaches sublimation temperatures in the conditions of
low-temperature plasma when forming the discharge channel to the auxiliary electrode.

The introduction of a powder or nanosized powder of titanium dioxide TiO2, cerium dioxide
CeO2, and other ceramic components into the interelectrode gap is one of the most spread approaches
in electrical discharge machining of ceramics [4,24,25]. When the discharge channel temperatures reach
a certain level to provoke sublimation of the surface to be machined, some of the ceramics acquire
conductive properties as it was mentioned above. That causes denser discharges of pulses in the
interelectrode gap during processing the main conductive material, leading to higher performance and
improved quality of the processed surfaces

Thus, the erosion products and the surface layer of the processed surfaces are formed directly
from the components of ceramics, dielectric medium, auxiliary electrode, assisting powder, secondary
phase of materials in the case of nanocomposites in the presence of heat, some of the possible chemical
interactions for alumina Al2O3 and zirconia ZrO2 are provided in Table 2. It is necessary to carefully
analyze the composition of all used primary and auxiliary materials before designing the processing
conditions [130–137].

Table 2. The analytical chemical composition of erosion products and the subsurface layer of the
processing surfaces during electrical erosion of some ceramics using a brass or copper electrode tool.

Auxiliary
Electrode

Dielectric
Medium Chemical Properties in the Presence of Heat

Al2O3 ceramics [19–22,138–143]

Any

Water

It is stable up to 2044 ◦C, chemically stable, insoluble in water, at
1000 ◦C it can interact with alkali metals to form aluminates as
NaAlO2, which react with water:
NaAlO2 + 2H2O→ NaOH + Al(OH)3
During fusion, it can form anhydrous aluminates, for example,
Ca(AlO2)2, which with water can form calcium hydroaluminates,
CaO·Al2O3·H2O therefore it can only be processed in distilled and
deionized water

Oil/Kerosene

Aluminum carbide Al4C3 is obtained by direct reaction:
4Al + 3C→ Al4C3
Or in the reaction of alumina Al2O3 with carbon C in the presence of
heating to 1800 ◦C:
2Al2O3 + 9C→ Al4C3 + 6CO↑
It is steady up to 1400 ◦C, reacts with water:
Al4C3 + 12H2O→ 4Al(OH)3↓ + 3CH4↑

With hydrogen at 2200 ◦C:
Al4C3 + 6H2↑ → 4Al + 3CH4↑

With oxygen at 650–700 ◦C:
Al4C3 + 6O2↑ → 2 Al2O3 + 3CO2↑

It is used in pyrotechnics
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Table 2. Cont.

Auxiliary
Electrode

Dielectric
Medium Chemical Properties in the Presence of Heat

Ti, Cr, Co, C Water

Titanium(IV) dioxide TiO2 becomes a semiconductor at 1000 ◦C
with specific electrical conductivity up to 103 S·m−1

Chromium(II) oxide CrO decomposes into metallic chromium and
chromium(III) oxide at 697 ◦C:
3CrO→ Cr2O3 + Cr
Hydrogen is reduced to metallic chromium at 1000 ◦C:
CrO + H2↑ → Cr + H2O
Chromium(II) oxide Cr2O3 is resistant up to 2440 ◦C, toxic and
causes dermatitis on contact with skin, is used as abrasive and
catalyst in a number of organic reactions; in a strongly acidic
environment, a reaction may occur:
Cr2O3 + 6H+ + 9H2O→ 2[Cr(H2O)6]3+

Strong reducing agents reduce it:
Cr2O3 + 2Al→ Al2O3 + 2Cr
Chromium(IV) oxide CrO2 is obtained by heating hydrated
chromium(III) oxide Cr2O3 in oxygen at 350–400 ◦C:
Cr2O3·nH2O + O2↑ → 4CrO2 + 2nH2O
It decomposes on heating at 420–510 ◦C:
4CrO2 → 2Cr2O3 + O2↑

It reacts with water at 100 ◦C:
3CrO2 + 2H2O→ 2CrO(OH) + H2CrO4
3CrO2 → Cr2O3 + CrO3
Chromium(VI) oxide CrO3 has the melting point at 196 ◦C, when it
is dissolved in water, chromic acid is formed with a lack of CrO3:
CrO3 + H2O→ H2CrO4
It forms dichromic acid in water with an excess of CrO3:
2CrO3 + H2O→ H2Cr2O7
It decomposes with the formation of chromium(III) oxide and
oxygen at 250 ◦C:
4CrO3 → 2Cr2O3 + 3O2↑

Cobalt oxide Co3O4 is a complex oxide having a spinel structure
and stable at room temperature; it decomposes with the formation
of cobalt monoxide CoO at temperatures above 900 ◦C
The α-form or β-form of cobalt monoxide CoO can be obtained at
high temperatures
All cobalt oxide Co3O4 is reduced with hydrogen:
Co3O4 + 4H2↑ → 3Co + 4H2O

Aluminum carbide Al4C3 can be formed

Zn, Ag, Au, Al Water

Zinc oxide ZnO sublimates at a temperature of 1800 ◦C, when fused
with silicon dioxide forms a refractory glassy silicate ZnSiO3

Silver(I) oxide Ag2O decomposes when heated above 280 ◦C
Silver(I,III) oxide Ag2O2 decomposes when heated above 100 ◦C

Gold(I) oxide Au2O is unstable under normal conditions,
decomposes in Au and Au2O3 at 225 ◦C
Gold(II) oxide Au2O3 is stable, has excellent conductive properties,
is used in microelectronics

Alumina Al2O3 is insoluble in water, is an n-type dielectric or
semiconductor at nominal pressure
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Table 2. Cont.

Auxiliary
Electrode

Dielectric
Medium Chemical Properties in the Presence of Heat

ZrO2 ceramics [144–150]

Any
Any

Becomes a semiconductor in the presence of temperatures

The released zirconium has the property to burn in oxygen at a
self-ignition temperature of 250 ◦C with high speed and smokeless,
which is why it has become widespread in pyrotechnics

The released zirconium actively absorbs hydrogen forming
hydrides ZrHx at 250–300 ◦C [151] that can develop
super-conducting properties under pressure of 150 GPa at
10.6 K [152]; the hydrides dissociate at 1200–1300 ◦C

Water

Does not interact with water

Ti, Cr, Co, C

Most of the possible components’ interactions are similar to the
mentioned above

The sublimation point of carbon C is 3642 ◦C; it does not exist in
liquid form at normal pressures

Zirconium forms zirconium carbide ZrC with carbon C, which is an
excellent conductor, at temperatures above 900 ◦C; its electrical
properties are similar to those of pure zirconium

Zn, Ag, Au, Al Most of the components’ interactions are similar to the
mentioned above

Any

Oil/Kerosene

It forms zirconium carbide ZrC at temperatures above 900 ◦C

Ti, Cr, Co, C

The formed titanium carbide TiC has a slightly higher electrical
resistance than titanium nitride, a semiconductor, becomes a
conductor with increasing temperature

Chromium carbide Cr3C2 has the specific electrical conductivity * of
1.3 × 106 S·m−1; chromium carbides have melting point in the range
of 1520–1890 ◦C; chromium carbide Cr7C3 turns into Cr23C6 after
prolonged heating at 730–870 ◦C; Cr3C2 carbide insoluble in water
but it can interact with zinc Zn at a temperature of 940 ◦C; the
oxidation of chromium carbide begins at temperatures of
700–1100 ◦C

Tricobalt carbide Co3C in the presence of 3Co + C at a temperature
of 1800 ◦C decomposes upon crystallization. At temperatures above
230 ◦C, tricobalt carbide reacts with hydrogen to form methane at
250 ◦C, while methane and metallic cobalt are released

Copper(I) acetylenide Cu2C2 in dry form is explosive, detonates
when heated or impact, forms hydrates in the presence of water
Cu2C2·H2O
Copper(II) acetylenide CuC2 forms hydrates in the presence of
water CuC2·

1
2 H2O, insoluble in water, but decomposes with

explosion upon drying and loss of water

Zn, Ag, Au, Al

Zinc carbide ZnC2 reacts with water to form acetylene (colorless
flammable gas):
ZnC2 + 2H2O→ Zn(OH)2 + C2H2↑

Silver acetylide Ag2C2 (CAg≡CAg) is a very unstable and explosive
compound, explodes when heated and mechanically exposed

Gold carbide Au2C2 is insoluble in water and explosive, with
ammonia forms an explosive adduct Au2C2·NH3

* At 20 ◦C.
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As can be seen in Table 2, titanium Ti and chromium Cr are most suited for electrical discharge
machining of zirconia ZrO2 in oil or kerosene from all considered transition metals as they provoke the
formation of conductive particles in the interelectrode gap.

EDM of zirconia ZrO2 in oil or kerosene and with assisting carbon particles or nanotubes can form
conductive zirconium carbide ZrC by interacting with oil or kerosene decomposition components and
elements of the auxiliary electrode or assisting powder. Then the erosion products can contribute to a
denser erosion in the interelectrode gap.

Zirconia ZrO2 tends to change its electrical properties in the presence of heat up to 2000 ◦C
(Figure 3), but it is inert to the water medium. The zirconium starts actively to absorb hydrogen H2 at
temperatures around 250–300 ◦C forming solid solution and hydrides ZrHx (x = 0.05–2) representing
fragile sulfur black powder. The hydride powder is stable at room temperature but ignites at 430 ◦C on
the air when the hydride crystals are stable up to 600–750 ◦C and then they decompose with the release
of hydrogen and dissociate to the pure metal at 1200–1300 ◦C in a vacuum [153,154]. Thus, the released
hydrides may not cause any difficulties during electrical discharge machining.

Processing alumina Al2O3 in water should not provoke the appearance of new chemically active
substances in the interelectrode gap, while processing in oil or kerosene can cause of damage of the
filtration system of the equipment due to the formation of explosive and chemically active aluminum
carbide Al4C3.

It seems that the use of copper Cu, silver Ag, gold Au, or aluminum Al in the form of the film is
the most suitable for EDM of alumina Al2O3 in water. In normal conditions, alumina of the workpiece,
an oxide film of the auxiliary electrode made of aluminum, and formed alumina particles in the
process of electrical erosion are inert to water. Ag and Au films and their oxide films do not form
compounds that are resistant to high temperatures: the formed gold(III) oxide Au2O3 is a thermally
unstable conductor.

It should be noted that, usually, EDM in oil or kerosene provides more uniform morphology than in
water due to more even heat removal from the treatment zone and the damping effect of a more viscous
medium to compensate for forced oscillations of the wire electrode during processing [4,11,26,49].

The use of cerium(IV) dioxide CeO2 (Table 3) as an assisting powder with brass wire or profiled
electrode is not highly recommended. It has a similar but brighter nature as the uses of the brass tool
during EDM of nickel-containing steel or Ni-coated workpieces. The cerium Ce and nickel Ni react
with zinc Zn of brass very actively with the formation of intermetallides. The reaction of nickel Ni
and zinc Zn at temperatures above 1000 ◦C has an explosive character that can be observed as a series
of sparks in the interelectrode gap during processing [26,44,53,155,156]. The reaction of cerium Ce
and zinc Zn has a more violent character that is typical for cerium. The reaction at high temperatures
during local heating and consequent fusion of two powders provide a bright flash and a powerful
explosion [157,158].

One of the useful properties of titanium carbide TiC assisting powder can be its interaction with
nitrogen N at a temperature above 2500 ◦C. It forms conductive titanium nitride TiN that can be an
advantage in EDM of non-conductive silicon nitride Si3N4 [27,28].
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Table 3. The analytical chemical composition of erosion products and the subsurface layer of the
processing surface during electrical erosion of some ceramics using a brass or copper electrode
tool [129,159–163].

Assisting
Powder

Dielectric
Medium Chemical Properties in the Presence of Heat

Al2O3 ceramics

+ conductive additives

W

Water

Tungsten W is heat- and chemically resistant under standard conditions;
the sublimation point is 3422 ◦C; it exists in liquid form only at high
pressures; it is slowly oxidized to tungsten(VI) trioxide WO3 at a
temperature of red heat; oxidation of tungsten W in an atmosphere of
oxygen occurs at temperatures above 500 ◦C:
2W + 3O2↑ → 2WO3
It is reduced to metallic tungsten W by hydrogen at a temperature of
700–900 ◦C

Cu

Melting point is 1083.4 ◦C, it is oxidized to copper(I) oxide Cu2O, which
does not react with water and dissociates to a small degree, with oxygen
deficiency at a temperature of 200 ◦C:
4Cu + O2↑ → 2Cu2O
and to copper(II) oxide CuO with oxygen excess at temperatures of about
400–500 ◦C or by heating metallic copper in the air at temperatures below
1100 ◦C:
2Cu + O2↑ → 2CuO
Copper(II) oxide CuO is reduced to metallic copper by hydrogen
(exothermic reaction):
CuO + H2↑ → Cu + H2O + Q↑
It also decomposes into copper Cu and oxygen O, when heated to 1100 ◦C

+ oxide ceramics

TiO2

Water

As was mentioned above, titanium(IV) dioxide TiO2 becomes a
semiconductor at 1000◦C with electrical conductivity up to 103 S·m−1

CeO2

Cerium(IV) dioxide CeO2 has a relatively high ionic conductivity of oxygen
at 500–800◦C; it also exhibits high electronic conductivity at low oxygen
partial pressures; melting point is 2400 ◦C; refectory material up to 2300 ◦C
in an oxidizing or inert atmosphere; cerium(IV) oxide reduces to cerium(III)
oxide Ce2O3 with hydrogen gas at about 1400 ◦C:
2CeO2 + H2↑ → Ce2O3 + H2O
And, on the contrary, cerium(III) oxide is oxidized to cerium(IV) oxide with
an excess of oxygen:
2Ce2O3 + O2↑ → 4CeO2
Cerium(III) oxide Ce2O3 is stable on air, but cerium Ce in powder is
pyrophoric and unstable at room temperature; presence cerium as an
alloying element for aluminum alloy reduces its conductivity; the melting
point is 2177 ◦C
Cerium Ce reacts fulminant with some metals as zinc Zn at higher
temperatures and forms intermetallides with heat and light emission; thus
using a brass tool is not recommended for EDM in the presence of
cerium Ce

SnO2

Tin(IV) oxide is a wide-gap n-type semiconductor, electrical resistivity 3.4 ×
103 Ω·cm (electrical conductivity ~2.94 × 102 S·m−1); doping with elements
of group V (for example, antimony Sb) increases electrical conductivity by
three-five orders of magnitude; the melting point is 1630 ◦C; it evaporates
with the decomposition of tin monoxide SnO (and its di-, tri- and tetramers)
and oxygen at high temperatures; it is restored by hydrogen to metal tin at
500–600 ◦C:
SnO2 + 2H2↑ → Sn + 2H2O

ITO

Indium tin oxide (ITO) is semiconductor material with n-type conductivity
comparable to metallic, where tin ions serve as electron donors; it is a solid
solution of 90% indium(III) oxides and 10% tin(IV) (In2O3)0.9−(SnO2)0.1;
insoluble in water and extremely expensive in applications due to
its transparency
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Table 3. Cont.

Assisting
Powder

Dielectric
Medium Chemical Properties in the Presence of Heat

ZrO2 ceramics

+ conductive additives

WC
Any

The specific electrical conductivity * is ~5.22 × 102 S·m− 1; significant and
rapid oxidation of tungsten carbide WC in air begins at 500–700 ◦C, and it is
completely oxidized due to the high volatility of tungsten oxide at
temperatures above 800 ◦C:
WC + 2O2 →WO3 + CO↑
Tungsten(VI) trioxide WO3 is reduced as well to metallic tungsten W by
hydrogen H as it was mentioned above
The temperature stability range for W2C is up to 2750 ◦C; it is up to 2600 ◦C
for WC; WC weakly interacts with a zinc melt at a temperature of 940 ◦C

Oil/Kerosene Tungsten(VI) trioxide WO3 is reduced as well to metallic tungsten W by
carbon C at a temperature of 1000 ◦C

TiC
Any

Melting point is ~3260 ◦C; it begins to react with nitrogen N at high
temperatures above 2500 ◦C; it is decarburized during interacting with
hydrogen H; the temperature of the active oxidation of titanium carbide is
1100–1200 ◦C; the temperature stability range of titanium carbide TiC is
below 3140 ◦C; it is highly resistant to molten low-melting metals and
metals such as copper, aluminum, brass, cast irons and steels

Oil/Kerosene It is oxidized by carbon dioxide CO2 at temperatures above 1200 ◦C

Cu Oil/Kerosene
It should be noted to the mentioned above that copper(II) oxide CuO is
reduced as well to copper Cu by carbon(II) monoxide CO and carbon C:
2CuO + C→ 2Cu + CO2↑

+ oxide ceramics

TiO2

Oil/Kerosene

As it was mentioned above, the formed titanium carbide TiC has a slightly
higher electrical resistance than titanium nitride TiN (less electrically
conductive); it is a semiconductor; it becomes a conductor with
increasing temperature

CeO2

Cerium(IV) oxide is reduced by carbon(II) monoxide CO to cerium(III)
oxide, when there is not enough oxygen:
4CeO2 + 2CO→ 2Ce2O3 + 2CO2↑

The contrary reaction as presented in (27)

SnO2

It should be added to the mentioned above, it is restored as well by carbon
to metal tin at 800–900 ◦C:
SnO2 + 2C→ Sn + 2CO↑

* At 20 ◦C.

6. Conclusions

It was shown that the erosion products and subsurface layer of the machined surfaces are formed
directly from the components of ceramics, dielectric medium, auxiliary electrode, assisting powder
during electrodes sublimation in the presence of heat. The chemical composition of the subsurface
layer of the machined surfaces and the machinability of new materials not always depends on the
electrophysical properties of the material but also on the combination of the materials of the primary
and auxiliary electrode, conductive additives, assisting powder and workpiece.

All possible component interactions should be taken into account when developing the technology
for electrical discharge machining non-conductive ceramics since the formation of certain chemicals in
the form of insoluble or pyrotechnically dangerous sludge and gas can have dramatic consequences
for the quality of the machined surfaces, the service life of the equipment and its units, and even
for personnel.

The ceramic pressing methods, electrophysical and chemical properties of components in the
presence of heat, data on possible interactions, and suitable combinations of the materials for processing
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structural oxide ceramics were presented for the most spread aluminum oxide and zirconium dioxide
but can be applied for functional ceramics and nanocomposites.

According to the conducted analytical study, electrical discharge machining in oil or kerosene
medium gives better qualities of the machined surface. A uniform surface morphology is formed due
to more uniform heat removal and the damping effect of a more viscous medium to compensate for
forced oscillations of the wire tool.

Titanium and chromium are most suited from the considered transition metals, taking into account
the basic principles of physical chemistry, the laws of the structures of substances, their structure
and transformations, available theoretical and practical data for electric discharge machining in oil
or kerosene. They allow obtaining electrically conductive substances as erosion products, which can
contribute to more dense erosion in the interelectrode gap.

During processing in a water medium, the use of silver, gold, aluminum as an auxiliary electrode
are more suitable for copper or brass electrode, since aluminum is inert to water, silver and gold do not
form compounds that are resistant at high temperatures. Moreover, the formed Au2O3 is the conductor
but not heat-resistant.

Machining alumina in water should not provoke the appearance of chemically active substances
in the interelectrode gap, while processing in oil or kerosene can have a negative influence on the
filtration system of the equipment due to the formation of explosive and chemically active Al4C3 in the
treatment zone. It is also evident that sintering alumina cannot be implemented in carbon dies, as the
consequences of this combination can be non-electrical nature of the workpiece destruction and rapid
wear of die paddings.

Probably, applying the brass tool during machining nickel alloys should be revised to the direction
of using more chemically neutral to nickel materials.

Cerium dioxide cannot be used as assisting powder in combination with a brass tool as well.
During the development of the technology for ceramic machining, the preferred materials for the

auxiliary electrodes, assisting powder and conductive particles should be the materials that provide
conductive erosion dust in the interelectrode gap.

The developed approaches in electrical discharge machining structural ceramics can have an
impact on the industry if the obtained data will be taken into account.
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